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Abstract—In this paper, we propose to replace the usual dedicated 

electronic power supplies of superconducting coil, which are in most 
cases a huge volume and/or a low energy yield, by a 100 cm² single 
proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). Indeed, fuel cells are 
electrochemical converters which can be considered as DC low volt-
age electrical source. Preliminary investigations led with a single 
proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) could evidence the 
behavior as a DC current source, in which the current is directly 
controlled by the hydrogen flow rate. In a first step, we highlighted 
the feasibility by supplying a small superconducting coil, with an in-
ductance value of 4 mH by means of a single PEMFC and proved 
that dedicated power source can be replaced by fuel cell. The second 
step is to feed a superconducting coil with higher inductance, 10 H, 
as presented in the present work. 
 

Index Terms—power supply, proton exchange membrane fuel 
cell, superconducting coils. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

UEL cells are electrochemical energy converters which 

allow transformation of the chemical energy of a fuel to 

electricity through oxido-reduction reaction. The voltage of an 

elementary cell is usually near 1 V in open circuit and around 

0.6 V in nominal conditions of power generation. Fuel cells are 

then by essence low voltage sources, so that for most practical 

applications, power management is carried out by electronic 

converters, allowing in particular to rise the voltage to usual ap-

plication levels. 

In this paper, we propose and experiment a totally new fuel 

cell application that takes advantage of this low voltage level: 

the electrical supply for power superconducting coils. At pre-

sent, such applications are dealt with specific electronic power 

supplies, exhibiting in most cases huge volume and weight, 

and/or a low energy yield. In this configuration, the single pro-

ton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) operates in or near 

short circuit conditions, i.e. far below the threshold recom-

mended by the cell manufacturer (Vcell < 0.6 V). In previous 

works, we demonstrated that such particular and non-usual con-

ditions were not detrimental for fuel cells, but moreover that 

they allow electrical behavior as a current source, in which the 

current is controlled by the hydrogen flow rate [1]. 

We tested successfully this way the current control of a short-

circuited single fuel cell, then we experimented one of the target 

applications for such an operating mode, i.e. current supply of 

superconducting coils. Indeed, we tested the association of a 
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100 cm² single fuel cell (FC) and a small superconducting coil, 

with an inductance value of 4 mH [2]. Once more, the experi-

ment was convincing, this is the reason why we decided to ex-

tend the study to a large superconducting coil, with an induct-

ance value of several henrys. 

To better grasp the problematic and the novelty of our work, 

which is the first of its kind in the world, we will first do a brief 

review of former results. Then, we will present the experimental 

setup, and associated results. 

II. STATE OF THE ART 

A. Fuel cell operating as a current source controlled by hy-

drogen flow rate 

Usually, investigations, led on FCs, aim to maximize the de-

livered power at given operating condition, or in others words 

to get the highest voltage as possible for an imposed current 

from the load as shown in Fig. 1. For the purposes we aim, the 

challenge is not to improve the resulting voltage at a given op-

erating point, but on the contrary to operate close to zero volt, 

i.e. in the limit diffusion area, which corresponds in electrical 

theory to an ideal current source. As depicted in Fig. 1, the cur-

rent supplied by the FC is then close or equal to the diffusion 

limit current, Iset which is a linear function of H2 flow rate, ac-

cording to Faraday's law written hereafter in normal conditions 

of temperature and pressure, i.e. at 273.15 K and 101.325 kPa: 
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Fig. 1. Fuel cell typical polarization curve and power. 
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Faraday's constant, and V0 is the normal molar volume in 

NL/mol. 

As a result, this particular working area enables an accurate 

current control through hydrogen flow rate. Other operating 

conditions, such as the cell temperature, the relative humidity 

of the reactants, and the over-stoichiometry in air supply, are 

also crucial, as far as they contribute to determine the potential 

range of the current source working area. 

Fig. 2 presents some experimental results obtained when op-

erating a single PEMFC as a current source controlled by hy-

drogen flow rate. To this end, the single cell was short-circuited. 

The purple curve (Ch3 of the oscilloscope) represents time evo-

lution of hydrogen flow rate, with a scale of 0.1 NL/min. Two 

steps are driven by means of the anode flow controller: the first 

from 0.14 NL/min to 0.28 NL/min, the second from 

0.280 NL/min to 0.140 NL/min. Both theoretically correspond 

to a 20 A variation (increase for the first step of flow rate, de-

crease for the second) of the diffusion limit current Iset. On the 

red curve (Ch1 of the oscilloscope), one can observe that time 

evolution of fuel cell current is analog to the one of hydrogen 

flow rate. Moreover, steps of flow rate actually imply steps of 

fuel cell current, with the correct amplitude, i.e. 20 A (from 18 

A to 38 A for the first step of flow rate, from 38 A to 18 A for 

the second). Fuel cell voltage (blue curve, Ch2 of the oscillo-

scope) is not exactly zero, this is due to the short-circuit re-

sistance (approximately 8 mΩ). However, it is low enough for 

the considered current densities, to ensure the fuel cell opera-

tion as a current source. 

At last, even if we showed that a current source operating 

mode was electrically possible and reliable for fuel cells, it re-

mained to be demonstrated that such low voltage conditions 

were not detrimental for the cell components. This crucial point 

was investigated in LRGP laboratory (the chemical engineering 

laboratory from the University of Lorraine), by following the 

state-of-health of a 100 cm² single FC, submitted to a short-cir-

cuit at 0.6 A/cm², set by the corresponding hydrogen flow rate 

[3]. After more than 2,000 hours operation, the delivered cur-

rent was still around 98% of that corresponding to the injected 

H2 flow rate, and the features of cell were just a little affected, 

in comparison to usual operating conditions. It has moreover to 

be underlined that H2 crossover was not affected at all. 

Since the behavior of the single PEMFC as a controlled cur-

rent source has been checked, the next step was to validate the 

interest of such an operating mode on an electrical load that 

needs to be fed by a low voltage DC current source (less than 

about 0.25 V). As our lab has strong expertise on superconduc-

tivity applications, it comes naturally to test this new applica-

tion on superconducting coils. 

B. Single fuel cell supplying a superconducting coil 

Superconducting coils require a perfectly DC current [4], [5], 

and due to the nature of the superconducting wire, their voltages 

are virtually zero (about 1 µV per wire centimeter, because of 

the superconducting character of the wire). It comes to use the 

potentialities of low voltage operation of fuel cells, especially 

in terms of control of the fuel cell current by means of hydrogen 

flow rate, as it was demonstrated above. For this purpose, after 

having proven that fuel cells can exhibit the electrical behavior 

of a regulated current source, as shown in Fig. 2, we carried out 

some preliminary tests reported in [2], with a 100 cm² single 

fuel cell feeding a small  superconducting coil with an induct-

ance value of 4 mH which parameters are given in Table I. 

These experimental tests revealed the potentialities of this tech-

nique. Indeed, as depicted in Fig. 3, the single FC used as a cur-

rent source shows exactly the same behavior than commercial 

power supplies especially designed for superconducting coils. 

Moreover, we easily managed to supply the 4 mH supercon-

ducting coil up to 20 A, close to the coil critical current. 

 
Fig. 2. Current controlled by hydrogen flow rate. Up and down current step 

of 20 A, Iset = 18 A to 38 A. Ch1. Fuel cell current (10 A per division), Ch2. 

Fuel cell voltage (200 mV per division), Ch3. H2 flow rate (0.1 NL/min per 

division), Ch4. Air flow rate (2 NL/min per division). 

 

 

Fig. 3. V-I characteristic (a) of the 4 mH superconducting coil shown in (b) and 

fed by a single PEMFC of 100 cm² active area (c). 
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The next step in our objective, detailed in this article, consists 

in applying our supply principle to full-scale superconducting 

coils. For such loads, given the high value of inductance (e.g. 

10 H, in Table I, is the case we treat here), the challenge lies in 

controlling safely the coil current. First, the coil may induce 

negative voltage, critical for the fuel cell. Second, as demon-

strated in [1], [6], reactant gases stored in the fuel cell feeding 

pipes have a great influence on the transient fuel cell electrical 

response. In our case (see Section IV), they can give rise to cur-

rent overshoot and negative fuel cell voltage. In the following, 

we will define requirements needed for a safe and reliable op-

eration, when supplying a full-scale superconducting coil with 

a single fuel cell. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The cryostat system within the superconducting coil is about 

120 cm of height compared to 14 cm of the supply PEMFC. 

Having a look at size and weight data of conventional super-

conducting supplies, the fuel cell solution for supplying a full 

scale superconducting coil enables a gain of more than 10 times 

in volume and weight, in comparison with usual dedicated su-

perconductor power supplies. Taking into account the hydrogen 

canister (of 5 L at 200 bar, 5.5 kg), safety system, pipes, flow 

meters and cooling system, the single fuel cell system’s weight 

reaches almost 15kg and it can still be improved [7], [8]. This 

type of supply is even more interesting in case of installation 

where hydrogen is already available. Some additional ad-

vantages can be cited for instance, in case of power supply 

breakdown, PEMFC supply needs only the replacement of parts 

that can be made on site by the operator. This usually takes only 

several minutes and is less expensive than the repair procedure 

for a power supply dedicated to superconductor, which implies 

to send it back to the manufacturer and the shipping related de-

lays… 

The electrical structure of our test bench is depicted in Fig. 4. 

To protect the system, for instance against changes of state of 

the superconducting coil, an emergency stop is achieved by 

means of a power MOS transistor. A high current device, rated 

current of 1 200 A was chosen, in order to introduce the lowest 

possible resistance, i.e. the on-state resistance of the chosen 

transistor is only about 1 mΩ. Moreover, a free-wheeling diode 

(FWD) is added, in order to ensure current continuity in the in-

ductive coil, to protect the fuel cell against high reverse voltage, 

and optionally to dissipate coil energy if emergency stop is 

used. At last, note that the superconducting coil is included with 

a protection resistor of 1 Ω in our case. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Start-up of the test bench  

To start the superconducting coil supplying, the best way to 

proceed is to connect first the coil to the single fuel cell, then to 

supply "slowly" the single cell with reactant gases. The term 

"slowly" will be defined and quantified in Section IV.B. We 

choose hereafter to proceed another way, in order to put to the 

fore the unsafe phenomena, i.e current overshoot, negative fuel 

cell voltage previously mentioned (see end of Section II), which 

may occur if no precautions are taken when supplying a full-

scale superconducting coil. 

Fig. 5 shows experimental curves obtained when the coil is 

connected to the single cell, after having previously fed the cell 

with reactant gases. As it can be seen in Fig. 5(a), hydrogen 

flow rates is set to 0.14 NL/min, which corresponds to a target 

current (denoted Iset, in Fig. 1, and in Fig. 5(b)) of 20 A, accord-

ing to (1). The cell cathode is overfed with dry air at a rate of 

approximately 1 NL/min, i.e. 3 times the rate required for such 

a current. Fig. 5(b) reports the time evolution of all application 

currents: target (black line), fuel cell (red line), coil (blue dash 

line), and freewheeling diode (orange line). First, one can obvi-

ously observe that the coil current is regulated to Iset in steady-

state, i.e. to the value corresponding to the hydrogen flow rate. 

However, in transient, as the cell was fed with reactant gases 

before connecting it to the coil, the start-up gives rise to a long 

period during which the cell is overfed with hydrogen. This in-

duces a current overshoot, because of the fuel initially stored in 

the anode pipe. Then, current naturally decreases to its steady-

state level. During this phase, the coil inductance opposes a 

 
Fig. 4. Electrical diagram of the association of superconducting coil to a single 

PEMFC.  FWD is free-wheeling diode, Rprotect a shunt of 1 Ω in parallel with 

the coil and inside the cryostat, Rwire is the resistance corresponding to the wire, 

and the Power MOSFET is dedicated for disconnecting the coil from the 

PEMFC. 
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TABLE I 

PARAMETERS OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING COILS  
 

Parameters  4 mH 10 H 

Material of the wire Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x NbTi 56S53 

Section of the wire 0.8 mm² 0.5 mm² 

Critical current of the wire 
42 A@77 K, 

self field 

120 A@4.2 K, 

7 T 

Number of turns of the coil 208 16735 

External diameter of coil 115 mm 200 mm 

Internal diameter of the coil 60 mm 118 mm 

Coil height 8.2 mm 200 mm 

Inductance of the coil 4 mH 10 H 

Critical current of the coil 18 A 65 A 

Nominal induction 58 mT 4 T 

Maximum induction in the 

winding 
125 mT 4.27 T 

Operating temperature 77 K 4.2 K 

Cooling Liquid Nitrogen Liquid Helium 
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negative voltage which is transmitted to the fuel cell, as it can 

be observed in Fig. 5(c). Here, one can notice the safety func-

tion of the freewheeling diode, which turns on see in Fig. 5(b), 

the short period during which the FWD is in conduction, in-

volving a smooth difference between fuel cell current and coil 

current, and consequently limits the negative voltage applied to 

the fuel cell to a small value (about -0.7 V, or -0.4 V if a 

Schottky diode was used, instead of a bipolar diode). 

This first test highlights that the fuel cell and the supercon-

ducting coil have to be connected together before feeding the 

fuel cell with reactant gases. More generally, it shows that the 

slope of hydrogen flow rate increase has to be carefully chosen, 

so as to not exceed the set point which ensures current control 

through fuel flow. The next tests are achieved that way. 

B. Superconducting coil supply 

To control current by hydrogen flow rate, when supplying a 

superconducting coil by means of a single fuel cell, it is neces-

sary to operate the cell in its current source working area in both 

transient and steady state. In other words, the aim is to get an 

instant equality between the fuel cell current, and the target cur-

rent Iset i.e. the diffusion limit current derived from the hydro-

gen flow rate, according to (1). This means that the fuel cell 

voltage must be kept at a low level that enables this kind of op-

erating mode. 

In steady state, this condition will be satisfied if the resistive 

voltage drop of the connection circuit (comprising, in our case, 

the power MOS transistor and wires between the fuel cell and 

the coil) is low. Consequently, the condition leads to define 

whether a maximum application current for a given circuit, or a 

maximum circuit resistance for a given rated current. 

In transient state, during coil current increase, the coil in-

duces an inductive voltage, L dIcoil / dt, which is added to the 

circuit resistance voltage drop. This supplementary voltage 

must be low enough, in order to keep the fuel cell voltage at a 

level within the current source working area. This means that 

the hydrogen flow rate, and therefore the targeted current Iset, 

must be "slowly" increased, so as to obtain an effective current 

control in transient. 

Consider, for example, an increase of coil current from 25 A 

to 35 A, as experimented in Fig. 6. In our experimental setup, 

the total circuit resistance is 11 mΩ, which will lead to a fuel 

cell voltage equal to 385 mV (i.e. 11 mΩ × 35 A) in the final 

steady state. If coil current is linearly increased in 1000 s, which 

corresponds to a transient inductance voltage of 100 mV 

(10 H × 10 mA/s), fuel cell voltage will be lower than 485 mV 

all over the current increase. At such a current density which 

does not exceed 0.35 A.cm-2, this voltage level is low enough, 

so as to keep the fuel cell in its current source working area, 

then to ensure current control by means of hydrogen flow rate. 

Fig. 6 hereafter highlights the experimental proof of this theo-

retical result. 

Fig. 6(a) shows time evolution of hydrogen flow rate (in red) 

and corresponding target current (in black). Air is fed under 

over-stoichiometric conditions. Hydrogen flow rate is linearly 

driven from 0.175 NL/min to 0.245 NL/min in 1000 s, which 

corresponds for the target current Iset to a linear increase from 

25 A to 35 A. Fuel cell and superconducting coil electrical 

quantities (current, voltage) are plotted in Fig. 6(b) and 

Fig. 6(c), respectively. It can be obviously observed that fuel 

cell current properly follows the target current Iset, which means 

that current control by hydrogen flow rate is effective all over 

the transient, as well as in both steady states. As a result, the 

cell is working under unit hydrogen stoichiometry (no fuel ex-

cess), so that nearly no current overshoot is observed, avoiding 

that way negative fuel cell voltage. 

Effective current control by hydrogen flow rate can also be 

achieved during current decrease, for example to gently stop the 

experiment, when switching off the emergency stop is not nec-

essary. In this configuration, the transient inductance voltage 

induced by the variation of hydrogen flow rate, i.e. L dIset / dt, 

is negative, so that the fuel cell will operate in its current source 

 
Fig. 5. Start-up with H2 flow rate preset for Iset = 20 A (over-stoichiometry in 

air supply: 3). (a) H2 flow rate and corresponding target current, (b) Application 

currents, (c) Fuel cell and coil voltages. 
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working area (provided of course that this regime was previ-

ously in progress). However, the current decrease phase may 

result in a negative voltage operation of the fuel cell. This can 

be simply avoided by choosing, for the variation of hydrogen 

flow rate, a value for which the inductive term L dIset / dt  does 

not entirely compensate the circuit resistance voltage drop. 

The experimental test treated in Fig. 7 (which is structured as 

in Fig. 6) is a linear coil current decrease, from 35 A to 25 A. 

The circuit resistance voltage drop has a minimum value of 

275 mV (i.e. 11 mΩ x 25 A), which theoretically allows current 

slopes up to 27.5 mA/s. As the test was carried out with a slope 

of 20 mA/s, it can be observed in Fig. 7(b) that the fuel cell 

effectively operates in current source mode, i.e. fuel cell current 

is equal to target current, with a positive voltage all over the 

transient. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Some previous experiments highlight the fuel cell operation 

as a controlled current source [1]. This unusual use of PEMFC 

pushed us to extend the study to practical case such as super-

conducting coil supply. This application was chosen because 

superconducting coils need very low voltage and high DC cur-

rent supply and do not stand current ripples. Moreover, as it has 

been already written GREEN lab has a strong expertise in this 

field for many decades and senses a promising future in this 

type of application that remains, for the moment a niche appli-

cation as the beginning of superconductivity before their de-

mocratization in area of health thanks to Nuclear Magnetic Res-

onance (NMR). 

This paper has proven the feasibility of feeding a large low 

temperature superconducting coil with a simple single PEMFC. 

For higher power coils, the fuel cell current can be increased 

 
Fig. 6. Managing a coil current increase from 25 A to 35 A in 1000 s by con-

trolling H2 flow rate. (a) H2 flow rate and corresponding target current, (b) Fuel 

cell current compared with target current, fuel cell voltage, (c) Coil current 
compared with target current and coil voltage. 

 
Fig. 7. Managing a coil current decrease from 35 A to 25 A in 500 s by control-

ling H2 flow rate. (a) H2 flow rate and corresponding target current, (b) Fuel cell 

current compared with target current, fuel cell voltage, (c) Coil current com-
pared with target current and coil voltage. 
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either by increasing the active area of the single fuel cell, or by 

connecting in parallel a sufficient number of single fuel cells to 

reach the required current. To speed up the current increase, we 

should put in series additional cells to the PEMFC. In this case, 

some cells could behave differently from the others and their 

voltage could become negative, it still has to be checked. Such 

operation of fuel cell is still new and a lot of studies, in different 

scientific area, remain to be done. 
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